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GEOMETRICAL PACKING THEORY APPLIED TO SOCIAL DISTANCING
Dr Edward Anderson∗
Abstract
Conventional social distancing’s 2-metre separation corresponds to each person being within a personal space
disc of radius 1 m. We apply geometrical packing theory to such discs, including in situations with edges, corners or
an enclosing boundary. More accurately, we pack points, since social distancing discs are soft (meaning that they
can protrude across edges etc). Even more accurately, we packing soft discs that each contain a concentric hard
disc modelling the person inside. On the one hand, we show that in a square region (e.g. a lift or a hallway) the
standard disc packing problem covers these other two cases. On the other hand, matters are more complicated for
rectangles, for shape-theoretic reasons outlined. We finally consider the also simpler case of long thin rectangles,
modelling such as railway cars and platforms.
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Introduction

Conventional social distancing requires people to stay a distance d ≈ 2 metres apart, so as to avoid contagion by
respiratory emissions [Fig 1.a)-b), and to avoid people bumping into each other]. This translates to to each person
being within a personal space disc with the corresponding half-sized radius r ≈ 1 m (Fig 1.c). A frequented area
in which social distancing is being observed then looks something like Fig 1.d). With a factor of 10 drop in person
density in public areas, including in public transport efficiency, the current article evokes Geometry to study the
extent to which efficient social distancing use can be made of this.

Figure 1: Bird’s eye view of social distancing. The green discs represent people, with a cylindrical radius b ≈ 30 cm. The thicker
circles mark 2 m separations, while the thinner circles bound a subsequent notion of personal space discs for each individual, picked out
in grey.

More concretely, we argue that social distancing renews interest in geometrical packing problems [2, 3, 12] within
regions of a given shape [14]. With right angles being particularly common in the urban environment, there is current
motivation for looking at the packing circles into squares problem [14, 24, 25] and variants [27].
Packing in the infinite flat plane is considered in Sec 2 for its concepts and subsequent asymptotic use. The presence
of walls and corners brings out that, to better approximation, social distancing involves not ‘hard’ but ‘soft’ discs,
by which portions of social distancing’s personal space discs that extend into walls and corners can be neglected.
We first approach this under the approximation in which people are modelled as points: the point packing problem.
We next furtherly accurately approach this by modelling people as having a 30 cm cylindrical radius b: a smaller
hard disc lying concentrically within the larger soft disc from our bird’s eye perspective. We then compose these
considerations of walls and corners to model streets within Sec 3, square regions (‘lifts or hallways’) in Sec 4, and
rectangles in Sec 5. Rectangles turn out to be harder to model with our hierarchy of models; we give shape-theoretic
[9, 10, 17, 20, 26, 28] reasons for this. We point to long-and-thin rectangles whose thin width is ittle more than
r (‘railway cars and platforms’) also constituting a more straightforward case. We take current motivation to be
sufficient suffice to bring in more combinatorial and metric quantities – in particular lengthscale and structural
ratios – than have hitherto been usual in this field of study (a development paralleling Graph Theory [18, 22] and
Topological Spaces [11, 23]). Five further mathematical problem variants are posed in Secs 4, 5 and the concluding
Sec 6.
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Packing in the infinite flat plane

Estimate 1 Passing from a person’s radius b to a social distancing radius r amounts to evoking a ratio of radii
b
,
(1)
β :=
r
concentrically realized. For the social distancing problem, β = βsd ≈ 0.3 m/1 m = 0.3. This decreases public space
and transport efficiency by a factor of βsd 2 ≈ 11.1: the corresponding ratio of floor area. This means that a rush
hour railway car goes from holding up to around 100 people down to around 10, as an order-of-magnitude estimate.
This approximately tenfold loss in efficiency turns out to be broadly correct, albeit somewhat fortuitously, since both
the 100 and the 10 are each out by a distinct factor of 2, as explained in Sec 3.
Remark 1 A distinct shortcoming in the above back-of-the-envelope calculation is that discs do not fit perfectly
together in the plane. This consideration involves a notion of packing efficiency, in 2-d
(area occupied by packed objects)
Π :=
,
(2)
(area of packing region)
which enters calculations of person density as a correction factor. For packing equal discs in the flat plane, this is
bounded above by around 91%. Let us also evoke a for-now proportionate notion of number density,
of packed objects)
Π
ρ := (number
=
,
(3)
(area of packing region)
π
where the latter equality holds when the objects are unit-radius discs.
Remark 2 Some other shapes – in particular a subset of regular polygons, and the rectangles, – can attain Π = 1.
These tessellations [12] (alias tilings) are a convenient point to initiate theorization. Suppose the p-sided regular
polygon P (p) tessellates with q copies of it coming together at each vertex. Then leaving no gap enforces [12] (for ι
the internal angle of P (p))


2
2 π = q × ι(P (p)) = q × 1 −
π ⇒ (p − 2) (q − 2) = 4
(4)
p
Then 4 = 4 × 1, 1 × 4 and 1 × 4 yield respectively (p, q) = (6, 3), (3, 6) and (4, 4): regular hexagons, their dual
equilateral triangles, and the squares (self-dual); (4, 4) also ensures equal rectangles’ tessellation success.
Remark 3 Using ri to denote inradius and u := πp ,
Area(P (p)) = p l ri = p l2 cot u ,

(5)

so [12]
Π(a tesselating P (p)’s packing of equal discs) =

π ri2
= u cot u :
p l ri

(6)

an increasing function of u. Thus maximization occurs for the largest tessellating P (p), i.e. p = 6, giving the
hexagonal lattice h (alias ‘honeycomb’). For this,
π
π
π
cot
= √ .
(7)
Π(h) =
6
6
2 3
Multiplying by 100, this corresponds to ≈ 90.689968% efficiency, thus recovering the above-mentioned maximum
value. The corresponding number density is
1
ρ(h) = Π(h)
= √ ≈ 0.288675134 .
(8)
π
2 3
hexagonal packing plays important asymptotic and approximate roles in the below analysis.
Remark 4 The square lattice q is also needed for our analysis; here
π
π
π
Π(q) =
cot
=
,
4
4
4
corresponding to ≈ 78.5398163% efficiency, and to number density
ρ(q) = 41 .
Definition 2 The hexagonal to square density ratio is


1
√
ρ
(h)
Π(h)
2
2 3
E :=
ρ(s) = Π(s) = 14 = √3 ≈ 1.154705 ,
amounting to around a 15% increase in area occupied by a given number of discs.
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(9)

(10)

(11)

Remark 5 The hexagonal case is moreover not only the most efficient lattice, but the overall most efficient packing
of same-sized discs in the plane [3]: Π(h) = maxa ∈ 2-d packings Π(a). Randomly-placed discs can be packed both
more and somewhat less efficiently than the square lattice. By this, using optimal packing is approximately a 15%
effect.
Remark 6 The corresponding symmetry groups are Sym(h) = D6 and Sym(q) = D4 : the dihaedral groups of order
12 and 8 respectively.
Remark 7 A loss by a factor of 10 in both public space person density and in transport efficiency is a major logistical
problem. Thus it is sensible to try not to further waste space due to random packing being looser than hexagonal
for static venues (e.g. plazas, stadiums, auditoria or conference venues, all assumed for now to be flat). Or whatever
the corresponding optima turns out to be in the presence of edges and corners and boundaries
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Edges, corners and straight roads

Figure 2: Point and hard-in-soft disc packing in the presence of edges and corners.
Point-packing model In the presence of edges such as walls (or platform edges or areas bounding traffic), social
distancing discs are soft rather than hard: nothing stops these extending past such edges. This reflects that social
distancing is, more accurately a point-packing problem, in which inter-person distances are maintained, but personto-edge distances do not matter. In this second, more accurate model, for people at the edge, 12 of their social
distancing disc can be on the other side of the edge. With rail cars being quite narrow (only slightly wider than
d = 2 r), a high proportion of approximately-optimally socially-distancing passengers will be on these edges. We thus
obtain the factor of 2 by which the social distancing rail car occupation number ‘10’ our first back-of-the envelope
calculation is out by.
Remark 1 Let us now turn to how our unrestricted rail car capacity of ‘100’ is out by a different factor of 2. This
is due to the uncomfortable maximum density calculated using an elliptic torso with 30 and 15 cm major and minor
radii, halving the area that each person occupies. These two corrections to leading order established, the previous
section’s consideration of the 15% difference due to packing efficiency is justified, as are various further ‘1 to 10%
effects discussed in the rest of this article.
Hard-within-soft disc model People are not well-modelled by points, not even by comparison with an r = 1 m
radius social distancing disc. A more accurate model then is that social distancing packs soft discs of r = 1 m radius,
each containing a smaller hard disc of radius b = 30 cm. This means the proportion of the social distancing disc that
can extend over an edge is in fact slightly smaller than 21 . The following gives a good way of jointly conceptualizing
about all three of our models mentioned so far (as well as for any other value of the ratio of radii β).
Definition 1 l± = r ± b are the skin (+) and carapace (–) thicknesses, with
l±
= 1 ± β
λ± =
r
the corresponding skin and carapace ratios.

(12)

Remark 2 The skin is the part of the boundary layer that lies within the packing region, whereas the carapace is
the part that lies outside. These parameters interpolate between the classical circle packing case – which is all skin
(λ+ = 2) and no carapace (λ− = 0) – and the point packing case – which has equal-thickness skin and carapace:
3

λ+ = 1 = λ− . In between, hard-in-soft problems have in particular 0 < λ− < 1. The social distancing problem
at hand necessitates β ≈ 0.3 and so λ− ≈ 0.7 and λ+ ≈ 1.3.1
Remark 3 For a person in a corner, even over 21 of the social distancing disc can extend outside of the region under
consideration. In the point-packing model, there is a simple formula for this proportion: 1− 2γπ in a corner with angle
γ (in radians). In any of our models, square packing is adapted to π2 angle corners (Fig 2 .b), whereas hexagonal
packing is adapted to (Fig 2.c) π3 and 23π ones. In unadapted cases, in particular for arbitrary angles, there is some
packing inefficiency (Fig 2.d). One general way of handling this is to pass as soon as possible to a hexagonal array.
For a finite-sized static venue, it is furthermore slightly more effective for people to line up along the walls. This is
because each of these people puts around half of their social distancing personal space disc beyond these walls. One
of the two walls can be extended using hexagonal packing, while the other leaves an ‘edge gap’ inefficiency [Fig 2 .e)
unless the two walls are at π3 or π6 to each other, in which case both edge lines of people can be incorporated].
Remark 4 Let us next consider two parallel edges: a simple model for a straight section of road (or a railway
platform). In an area of width W , hexagonal packing
√ permits 

5 − 3
W
≈ b0.654 + 0.577 W c
(13)
R(W, hcp) :=
+ √
5
3
√
rows, for b c the arithmetic floor function. This jumps for W = 0.6 + 3 (R − 1), so 2.33 m permits two rows,
and 4.06 m permits three. If the intent is to use lanes dynamically, however, it should be noted that hexagonal
lanes gridlock. I.e. if these lanes were to move in opposite directions (or with different speeds in the same direction:
slow and fast lane), the social distancing discs would keep on intersecting during such a motion. For square packing,
however, lanes just slide past each other. The price to pay is that lanes are wider (see below). For this more
practicable case, we add that a street of width W
 admits 
7 + 5W
= b0.7 + 0.5 W c
(14)
L(W, q) :=
2
lanes. This jumps for W = 0.6 + 2 (L − 1), so now 2.6 m is required for two lanes, and 4.6 m for three. 4, 6 and
8 are significant lane numbers, given two-way circulation and slow, fast, jogging and cycling as different lane uses.
These correspond to minimal street widths ≥ 6.6 , 10.6 and 14.6 m respectively.

Figure 3: 2-lane hexagonal packing gridlock, 2-lane square freely flowing, and its 4-lane square extension.

Remark 5 This√ points to a basic choice in organizing principle. Civilizations might: A) neglect the difference
between 2 and 3 ≈ 1.73 m. B) Or organize using square packing for dynamical situations versus hexagonal
packing for static situations. C) Or scale r up by E = √23 ≈ 1.15, i.e. maintain A)’s single-system simplicity
while guaranteeing social distancing distance d ≥ 2 m. This is at the cost of static hexagonal packing having
d = √43 = 2.31 m.
Remark 6 E moreover plays a role for a civilization practicing C) as well, now receiving the interpretation of staticto-dynamic expansion. I.e. the area occupied by a fixed number of people’s social distancing discs will go up by
around 15% in passing from a static hexagonal packing lattice configuration to a dynamic square configuration. This
would need to be taken into account in clearing a large static venue. In fact, there would temporarily and locally be
larger expansions, due to transient more highly random local configurations often packing less efficiently than the
square lattice.
1 The elliptic cross-section modelling improvement plays a smaller role within the social distancing situation. If one wanted to include
this effect, in situations where people have their backs to walls, β ≈ 0.15 would be more appropriate. This does not however include
sitting down with one’s back to the wall in public transport, due to the length of the femur. It is not laborious to re-run the current
Article for this, or any other relevant, value of β.
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Remark 7 E approximately applies to static venues that are large (in the sense of edge effects being negligible).
Remark 8 It ought to be clear from the descriptions of the point packing and hard-in-soft disc models that hexagonal
packing’s optimal status for an infinite plane does not transcend to point packing or hard-in-soft disc packing in a
finite fixed-shape space. In fact, as we shall see below, hexagonal packing is not in general even optimal for disc
packing under these broader modelling circumstances.
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Packing into squares

Let us next briefly describe classical circle packing into a square of side L, and then how its results are altered
in each of our other two problems. We denote the circles involved by ∆n , n = 1 to N, and a given N’s optimum by
O(N). For a given object type and a fixed region, packing is characterized by the packing lengthscale ratio
r
(packed object lengthscale)
=
.
(15)
ρ :=
(packing region lengthscale)
L
where the second equality is made possible by each of circles and squares just having one characteristic lengthscale.
The classical circle packing problem’s first few cases are in column 2 of Figs 4–5, the point packing counterparts in
column 3 and the more realistic hard-in-soft disc model’s in column 4. The below examples characterize minimal
realizations of interesting properties, the theory of which is developed hand in hand.
Example A O(3) is minimal for asymmetrically deployed discs: it has a corner disc and two edge discs. This is also
minimal as regards exhibiting equilateral triangle cells.
Example B O(4) is the minimal nontrivial realization of square packing. This is also minimal for a pair of discs to
not to be in contact.
Example C O(5) is minimal as regards not being a piece of an hexagonal or square lattice [or a common precursor,
as for O(1) and O(2)]. This is also minimal as regards possessing an interior disc: one that does not touch the
bounding square.
Definition 1 Let us define touching number T = T(O(N)) and interior number I = I(O(N)) as a given configuration’s number of discs that touch, and do not touch, the bounding square respectively. Let us also define
touching fraction t(O(N)) := T/N and interior fraction i(O(N)) := I/N as the corresponding proportions. Let us
finally define interior significance I(O(N)) := I/T, with I < 1 termed touching dominance, to I > 1’s interior
dominance, I >> 1 touching irrelevance, and I = 1 interior criticality.
Remark 1 Since our main endeavour is comparing different N’s optima, fractional versions of concepts are more
immediately useful to us than numbers.2 While interior significance is useful, it not an independent ratio:
I = I/T = (I/N)/(T/N) = i/t. Also I + T = N, so i + t = 1.
Remark 2 O(5) is further characterized by i = 51 and I = 14 [all previous O(N) have i = 0 = I: no interior at
all]. As an aside for later use, let us also split touching number as follows.
Definition 2 The corner number V = V(O(N)) is the number of discs occupying corners in the configuration,
whereas the edge number E = E(O(N)) is the remaining number of touching discs. The corner fraction is v := V/N,
the edge fraction is e := E/N, and the corner significance is X := v/e.
Remark 3 Clearly V + E = T and 0 ≤ V ≤ 4, so v + e = t and 0 ≤ v ≤ 4/N.
Example D O(8) [4] is minimal for interior criticality.
Example E O(7) [19] is minimal as regards exhibiting both square and hexagonal patches. This is also the minimal
O(N) to possess a rattler.
Definition 3 Rattlers [25] are defined to be discs with remaining degrees of freedom rather than rigidly fixed optimal
positions. Let us also define rattler number R = R(O(N)) as a given configuration’s count of rattlers, and rattler
fraction r(O(N)) := R/N as the proportion of discs that are rattlers. For each individual rattler, let us additionally
2 Evoking numbers, and fractional quantities, has proven significant use in adjacent fields such as Combinatorics (especially Graph
Theory [18, 22]) and Topology [11, 23].
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define rattling freedom α = α(∆j ) to be the fractional area that can be occupied by a given rattler ∆j (j = 1 to
R)’s centre, relative to the area of the problem’s disc, and, finally, the maximal fractional enlargement
t
t − r
=
− 1
(16)
τ = τ (∆j ) =
r
r
of the rattler’s radius from r to t(∆j ) subject to still fitting within the packing.
Remark 4 O(7)’s optimum is further characterized by r = 71 [ all previous O(N) have r = 0 ]. R and r are
combinatorial, whereas α and  are metric-level properties. Rattlers that can touch the boundary also count among
the touching [25]; rattlers are placed so as to not further break symmetry when possible. We also have reason to
combine Definitions 1 and 3 as follows.
Definition 4 Interior rattlers are those which are cut off from being in contact with a boundary, as counted by
interior rattler number RI = RI (O(N)), forming the interior rattler fraction rI := RI /N and the interior rattler
significance R := RI /I (which needs N ≥ 5 to be well-defined).
Definition 5 Let us also define contact number [25] C = C(O(N)) as the number of object-object or wall-object
contact points, as well as introducing contact density c(O(N)) := C/N as the corresponding fractional quantity,
and local contact number LC(∆n ) as each disc’s number of contacts.
Remark 5 Local contact number is locally useful in presentation, by clearly asserting what locally touches what
versus what does within the resolution of the picture. Specht’s notation for local contact number [25] is moreover a
radial line toward each contact, making clear which pairs are in contact and which are not, as well as and permitting
a global count when necessary Let us furthermore discern between the above two contributions to contact number,
as follows.
Definition 6 We introduce wall contact number W = W(O(N)) and object contact number O = O(O(N)). (Local
sphere contact number is quite widely known as kissing number, K, whereas we use LW to denote local wall contact
number.) To compare between different configurations, let us also introduce wall contact density w(O(N)) := W/N,
and object contact density alias average kissing number o(O(N)) := O/N. Let us finally define kissing significance
K(O(N)) := O/W, with K < 1 termed wall-contact dominance, to K > 1’s kissing-contact dominance, K >> 1
wall-contact insignificance, and K = 1 kissing-contact-criticality.
Remark 6 While wall contact significance is useful, it is not an independent ratio:
K = S/W = (S/N)/(W/N) = s/w. O and W (and so o, w and K) are finer notions than I and T (and so i, t and
I) and even E and V (and so e, v and X ), out of distinguishing not only between corners and straights, but also by
number of neighbours in contact. Also,
N
N
X
1 X
LW(∆n ) = W and W + O = C
(17)
K(∆n ) = O ,
2 n=1
n=1
are clear, using that each object-to-object contact contributes 12 [25] to the first sum and its contribution to the third
sum: a kissing point and contact point conception. Additionally,
T ≤ W = T + V ≤ T + 4
(18)
(where the equality is for N > 1),
N − RI ≤ C ≤ C(h) = 3 N ,

(19)

and
I − RI ≤ O = 3 N − W .

(20)

Consequently,
t ≤ w ≤ t + v ≤ t + 4/N ,

(21)

1 − rI ≤ c ≤ 3 ,

(22)

i − rI ≤ o ≤ 3 − w ,

(23)

and (for N ≥ 5)
K ≥ I ( 1 − R ) ( 1 + ( 1 + X −1 )−1 )−1 .

(24)

We finally point to O(7) additionally being minimal for exhibiting K > 1: kissing-contact dominance.
Example F O(10) [13] is the minimal optimum to possess no symmetry: Sym(O(10)) = id; all previous optima’s
symmetry groups are marked in Figs 4–5’s 8th column.
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Figure 4: In this section’s text, fractional numbers are in order of appearance, but in the figure, they are grouped into coarser and then
finer edge-versus-interior, with contact playing the refining role, followed by structural quantifiers: hexagonal patches, square patches
and rattlers. Minimal models’ exhibition of significant properties are highlighted, using yellow for criticality and red for the first of
the dominant genericity. The symmetry groups indicate the extent to which the packed objects break the packing region square’s own
symmetry group; ref denotes reflective group action.

Example G O(11) [13] is minimal for having multiple rattlers: R(O(11)) = 2. This is also minimal for the optimum
to have a 5-neighbour disc: its maximal kissing is
MK(O(11)) := max∆n ∈ O(11) (K(∆n )) = 5 .
(25)
Example H O(13) is minimal for possession of an interior rattler.
Example G O(23) is minimal for as regards exhibiting 2-d’s maximum permitted kissing number,
MK(O(23)) = 6 = Kmax ( 2-d ) .
For small M ∈ N, N = M2 give local maxima in number density, corresponding to the square array packing efficiency
(Fig 6’s black graph.)
Example H O(30) [16] is minimal to beat the square lattice’s number density (and so also its packing efficiency).
Example I While O(36) [21] is still a local maximum, O(38) [7] beats it in number density and thus in efficiency.
Example J O(49) [16] is minimal for a square number’s optimum to no longer be provided by a square array. It is
also not a local maximum (O(52) [7] is; these N = 30 to 52 results can be read off [25]’s table).
Remark 7 As
N −→ ∞ ,

ρ

−→

ρ(h) ,

and so also Π −→ Π(h) .

(26)

However, for N > 100, large connected chunks of exact hexagonal packing are rare; let us thus quantify some of
what these are in competition with.
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Definition 7 The single-patch and total hexagonal packing numbers, H1 = H1 (O(N), Pk ) and H = H(O(N))
respectively, are a connected patch Pk ’s amount of discs forming a nontrivial piece of hexagonal packing structure and
the configuration’s total number of discs in such patches. The hexagonal patch number P(O(N)) is a configuration’s
total number of nontrivially hexagonal packing patches. The single-patch and total hexagonal fractions, h1 =
h1 (O(N)) and h = h(O(N)) respectively, are the corresponding proportions. Introducing h1 and h – the nonhexagonal fractions: h1 and h’s complements – the single-patch and total hexagonal significances are H1 := h1 /h1
and H := h/h; the > 1 cases are hexagonal dominant.
Definition 8 The single-patch and total square numbers, Q1 = Q1 (O(N), Pl ) and Q = Q(O(N)) respectively, are a
connected patch Pl ’s amount of discs forming a nontrivial piece of square lattice structure and the configuration’s total
number of discs in such patches. The square patch number PQ (O(N)) is a configuration’s total number of nontrivially
square patches. The single-patch and total square fractions, q1 = q1 (O(N)) and q = q(O(N)) respectively, are
the corresponding proportions. Introducing q1 and q likewise the single-patch and total square significances are
Q1 := q1 /q1 and Q := q/q; the > 1 cases are square dominant.
Remark 8 The above hexagonal patch concepts are particularly relevant for larger N while the above square patch
concepts are particularly relevant for some of the smaller N. Clearly
PQ
P
X
X
H1 (O(N), Pf ) = H(O(N)) and
Q1 (O(N), Pg ) = Q(O(N)) .
(27)
g=1

f=1

In the event of a disc contributing to multiple patches, it is counted only once in making such a sum. If, on the
one hand, an equilateral triangle suffices for ‘hexagonal packing’, O(3) turns out to be minimal for both hexagonal
dominances, to O(7) being minimal to exhibit P > 1, patch overlap, and total but not single-patch hexagonal
dominance. If, on the other hand, a whole hexagon is deemed to be necessary (2-d planar lattices other than
hexagonal [8] containing the equilateral triangle unit), then O(26) [19] is minimal for both single-patch and total
hexagonal dominance. O(41) [16] is minimal for 2 such patches and also for total but not single-patch hexagonal
dominance. If three discs forming a right angle suffices for ‘square’, O(4) is minimal for both square dominances, to
O(15) [15] being minimal to exhibit PQ > 1 and total but not single-patch square dominance.
Remark 9 So competitors to single-patch hexagonal include multiple-patch hexagonal, and square patches. Patches
of slightly deformed hexagonal packing are also in competition [these need more quantifiers than just patch number
and patch size, covering such as average deformation and variance of deformation, which we leave for another occasion:
Problem 1]. Edge effects are in competition as well, constituting a sizeable proportion of some middling N values’
best(-known) configurations. s has some additional value as a predictor of hexagonal dominance, from how high up
in the interval [2, 3] its value lies. At least within Specht’s table of examples for N ≤ 200, rattlers would appear to
remain relatively rare.
Point-packing problem. We denote our optima here by O(N, β) = O(N, 0) (the above more standard optima are
implicitly O(N, β) = O(N, 1).
Remark 10 Number density ρ and packing efficiency Π are no longer proportional, because now pieces of discs
rather than whole discs are in general involved, and these pieces can differ among themselves in area. ρ is the more
directly relevant of these attributes to track for the problem in hand.
Remark 11 ρ(O(N, 0)) has an infinite singularity for N = 1, corresponding to the point fitting in an aribtrarily
small square.
Remark 12 For small N, ρ(O(N, 0))’s local maxima remain fixed on N = M2 , but the peak heights now differ
rather than returning the square lattice’s number density (Fig 6’s grey graph).
Remark 13 For small N,

ρ(O(N, 0))

>

ρ(O(N)) .

(28)

Remark 14

ρ(O(N), 0)

−→

ρ(h)

as N −→ ∞

(29)

– sharing of the same asymptote – since the boundary effect ceases to be significant in this limit.
Hard-inside-soft social distancing problem. We now denote our optima by O(N, β) = O(N, βsd ) = O(N, 0.3).
Remark 15 Using 0 < β < 1 regularizes Remark 11’s singularity.
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Figure 5: Continuation of Fig 4; inv here denotes inversive group action.

Remark 16 This model maintains the small squares’ local maximum status.
Remark 17 Such problems’ number density ρ(O(N, β)) lies sandwiched between the previous two problems’ number
densities: for finite N,
ρ(O(N, 1)) < ρ(O(N, β)) < ρ(O(N, 0)) .
(30)
For β = βsd = 0.3, this is exhibited by Fig 6’s red graph lying between its black and grey counterparts.
Remark 18 Of course,

ρ(O(N, β) shares the common asymptote,
ρ(O(N), β) −→ ρ(h) as N

Remark 19 i must eventually dominate t for large N. I.e.
I > 1 for large enough

−→ ∞ .
N.

(31)
(32)

An underlying reason for this is that the touching discs live inside a skin that remains just r to 2 r wide as the size
of the square L increases without bound. We usefully further formalize this reason as follows.
Definition 9 Introduce
S± :=

(skin or carapace thickness)
l±
l± r
=
=
= λ± ρ
(region lengthscale)
L
r L

(33)

and reassign the notation S := S+ standing for skin significance and C := S− standing for carapace significance.
Remark 20 Thus Remark 19 may be rephrased as skin significance S −→ 0 as N −→ ∞, while a parallel
argument gives that carapace significance C −→ 0 as N −→ ∞ also. s must eventually dominate w likewise. I.e.
K > 1 for large enough N .
(34)
The above examples attaining touching criticality and sphere contact domination minimalities are thus significant
from the point of view of being minimal realizations of subsequently generic properties.
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Figure 6: Number densities for our three models.

Remark 21 The notions of I, T, i, t, I, V, E, v, e, X , C, LC, c, O, K, MK, W, o, w, K, P, H1 , H, h1 , h, H1 , H,
PQ , Q1 , Q, q1 , q, Q1 , Q, R, RI , r, rI , R, α and  straightforwardly carry over to point packing and hard-inside-soft
disc packing models. Suitably redefining the edge effects, all of these quantities continue to take the same value
independently of β. A shape-theoretical explanation for this β-independence is that carapaced squares are still
squares. By this equality of shape, one can pass from point packing or hard-in-soft-disc packing to an equivalent
disc packing problem, so the solutions, and thus the solutions’ structural information, will coincide. ρ is however
β-dependent, since it refers to the realized square rather than the equivalent disc-packing problem’s square. This
explains why Figs 4, 5 have three ρ columns but only 1 column per type of structural information.
Remark 22 Following Remark 3.3, exact hexagonal packing with < 2 m width of wasted space near the walls is
much easier to implement for only a small loss in efficiency, especially for N > 100. Since this is more practicable,
it is useful to compute the inefficiency incurred as a function of N. To this end, we introduce the following definition
(and its square counterpart for use in dynamical situations).
Definition 10 Given a square region, the single-patch hexagonal and square efficiencies are, respectively,
ρ( O( N, β | single-patch hexagonal ) ) and η := ρ( O( N, β | single-patch square ) ) ,
ηh :=
q
ρ(O(N, β))
ρ(O(N, β))

(35)

i.e. fractionally how well we can do by filling with just a single patch of each of these lattices.
Remark 23 As
l −→ ∞ , ηh −→ 1 and ηq −→ 1/E .

(36)

For l small (of the order of a few r), ηh and ηq are fairly close to unity. They are only 1 for some of the smallest cases
and for a few exceptional square sizes, such as the N = 3 optimal-square length for hexagonal packing or the N = M2
(M ≤ 6) optimal-square lengths for square. A practical rule is that for small l, the difference between single-patch
hexagonal optimization and overall optimization is of order 1, O(1). Percentage gain by careful optimization thus
goes as 1/N, so for Packing Theory to improve matters by > 5%, one should be looking at N > 20. Such values
of N moreover coincide with wall effects being sizeably significant, justifying our characterization of these. While
this paragraph’s simple comments are shared by all β, ηh and ηq are in general β-dependent.

5

Packing into rectangles

Packing a rectangular – instead of square – region with each of discs, points and hard-inside-soft discs is also of
interest, since many public spaces are rectangular (to good approximation). We concentrate in particular on the
long thin rectangles of railway cars and platforms. Let our rectangular region have length L and width W generally
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distinct from L; we take w.l.o.g. W ≤ L. It is then characterized by a single shape variable, a simple first such
being as follows.
Definition 1 The inverse elongation is the ratio
W
∈ [0, 1] .
L
Remark 1 This does not however treat W and L symmetrically, motivating the following.
a :=

Definition 2 The (symmetric) anisotropy (here measuring departure from squareness) is
|L − W |
1 − a
A :=
=
.
L + W
1 + a

(37)

(38)

Remark 1 A ranges from 1 for arbitrarily long-and-thin rectangles to 0 for a square (justifying measuring departure
from squareness).
Remark 2 While a will more readily crop up in calculations, it is A that is the more fundamental quantity, and so
we wish to express a in terms of it and not vice versa. So, inverting,
1 + A
a :=
.
(39)
1 − A
Structure 1 Our rectangular packing problem involves one further ratio, for which a convenient symmetric choice
is
2r
;
(40)
ρ :=
L+W
this clearly generalizes the square’s notion of ρ if viewed as a packed disc radius to region average lengthscale ratio.
Remark 3 The main point to notice for packing into rectangles is that disc packing, point packing and hard-in-soft
disc packing are no longer equivalent (the first of these inequivalences was already noted in [27]). We additionally
provide an explanation for this, as follows. While the square with carapace is still a square, oblongs (specifically
non-square rectangles) with carapace are a different shape for each carapace fraction. Upon adding point packing’s
carapace to a rectangle, the anisotropy is
L + r − (W + r)
L − W
A
Aβ=0 =
=
=
,
(41)
L + r + W + r
L + W + 2r
1 + ρ
whereas upon adding an arbitrary hard-in-soft problem’s carapace, it is
L − W
A
L + l− − (W + l− )
=: AC
=
=
Aβ =
L + l− + W + l−
L + W + 2 l−
1 + C

(42)

since β-dependence is through C alone. The penultimate form means that a rectangle with carapace is not the same
shape as without carapace, or for a different relative thickness of carapace. Thus each is a different packing problem.
A further useful structure is as follows.
Definition 3 The deformation of a rectangle of dimensions L, W upon adding a carapace layer of thickness l− is the
change in ratio (‘rectangle shape variable’)
L + l− − (W + l− )
L − W
L − W
2 l−
AC
DefC := |AC − A| =
−
=
=
. (43)
L + l− + W + l−
L + W
L + W L + W + 2 l−
1 + C
Remark 4 So both anisotropy and carapace significance have to be nonzero for there to be any effect. For small
carapace significance, moreover,
DefC = A C (1 + O(C)) ,
(44)
whereas for large carapace significance,

DefC = A

1 + O

 
1
.
C

For a rectangle whose width W but not length L is comparable to the disc size,
DefC = C (1 + O(C, a)) ,

(45)

(46)

now independent from A (within the underlying approximation holding); in each case here, O is the order symbol.
This is the long thin rectangle regime, in which carapaces, i.e. passing from disc packing to point packing or hardin-soft disc packing induce significant deformations. This regime is suitable for modelling platforms, W ≈ 4 r,
a ≈ 0.015, A ≈ 0.97, C ≈ 0.0055 and DefC ≈ 0.0053 (so DefC ≈ C incurs a 4% error). It is not quite suitable
for modelling railcars: while W ≈ 2.8 r, a ≈ 0.15, A ≈ 0.7, C ≈ 0.066 to DefC ≈ 0.045: a 45% error.
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Remark 5 We can however pass from disc packing in one rectangle to point packing in another shape of rectangle
(and similarly for each β’s hard-in-soft disc packing). In this way, point packing and hard-in-soft packing still reduce
to disc packing, just in an ancillary series of rectangles. This observation does not save on computations, but does
permit us to work in a conceptually simpler setting, such as disc packing in an ancillary series of different-shaped
rectangles.
Remark 6 Remark 4.21’s list of numbers, densities, and metric components, and S, C, ηh , ηq carry over as useful
concepts to rectangles and beyond. These are a generally useful way of conceptualizing Geometrical Packing Theory.

Figure 7: a) Effect on a rectangle’s shape due to carapacing. b) Some railcar rectangles.
Estimate 2 Let us now re-estimate how many people fit in a rail car to greater accuracy. Since those who are seated
still have their feet on the floor, they are included among the people occupying the floor, so
(floor area/person area) × Π(h) gives a more accurate maximum estimate (to replace our ‘100’), namely 108 for a
London tube car.3
In the social distancing case, the result is somewhat sensitive to slight alterations to rail car length, so we allow for
±1.5 metre variation in these, giving 17 to 21 passengers per railcar. This length variation incurs a further ±10,
giving a social distancing downscale in efficiency by a factor of 5.7 + 0.4 – 0.6. This is around half of our initial
estimate, because edge effects are in play while we are not using the extreme-packing ellipse model. Improving the
accuracy of the calculation has thus incurred a 2.4 percent shift up in the estimate, while now also attributing 9 %
error bars.
Remark 7 Very thin examples look to be optimized by approximately linear packings. In Fig 7.b), the second and
third packings represent an 11% improvement on the first, whereas the fourth’s end-correction represents a more
widely attainable 5 % improvement. The fifth is also 11% more efficient, now based on the good fortune of its
length fitting social distancing’s square lattice. The sixth railcar attains a distinct 8% improvement by its width
fitting social distancing’s square lattice. The eighth is a further 6 % more efficient due to fitting social distancing’s
3 While failure to realize hexagonal packing, and seated people occupying less floorspace, each give sizeable corrections to this, these
corrections are of opposite sign and quite similar in size. As such, ±10 are reasonable error bars.
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hexagonal lattice; this is approximately E/2, where the factor of 1/2 is a wall effect (around half of the disc area is
outside of the rectangle). In the seventh railcar, the end correction has become the addition of a hexagonal packing
equilateral triangle at the end of a piece of square lattice. The ninth railcar is less efficient than the seventh because
wall-based efficiency beats even hexagonal packing interior efficiency, with ninth having only around 1/3 of the discs’
area outside of the rectangle). Cumulatively, the length and width of the railcar fitting the lattice, and that lattice
being 2-row hexagonal packing, represents a 26% efficiency improvement on the first ‘standard’ railcar in Fig 7.b).
Problem 2 What about platforms? These are around twice the width but 20 times the length, so are around 10 times
more elongated while involving N around 40 times larger.

6

Conclusion

We considered packing discs, points, and soft discs each with with a smaller concentric hard disc within, as
parametrizes by the ratio of radii β. These are viewed, in reverse order, as an accurate flat space model of social distancing, a better-known upper bound on its density, and a much better-known lower bound on its density.
For the case of packing into a square, all three problems’ solutions are readily inter-convertible, by which the much
better-known problem’s work can be tapped into.
We take the social distancing application to motivate a more extensive structural analysis than has hitherto been usual
in the square-packing literature, bringing in many a number (in parallel to Graph Theory [18, 22] and Topological
Spaces [11, 23]) and subsequent property density/fraction/ratios. This structural analysis is set up generally enough
for much of it to transcend to general packing problems, so in particular it carries over to the current article’s other
case detailed: packing into rectangles. See Figs 4 and 5 for how to optimally place 1 to 13 socially distancing people
in a square lift; this illustrates that while some optima are obvious, others are not.
For packing into rectangles, one needs to take into account that our three modelling situations now correspond to
different shapes. This did not happen for squares, since an evenly carapaced square is still a square; but an evenly
carapaced rectangle is a rectangle in a different proportion. More generally, whenever constantly thickening each
edge of the packing region produces a similar region, the arbitrary-β solution is just a restriction of the classical
packing problem’s solution. But whenever constantly thickening each edge produces a change in shape (similarity
notion of shape [9, 10, 20, 28]), one needs to solve a different problem for each value of β under consideration. This
blesses Packing Theory with an underlying Shape-Theoretic [17, 20, 26, 28] principle. See Fig 7 for placing 18 to 29
socially distancing passengers in various rectangular railcars.
Our β-independent quantities qualify surface versus interior effects, corner versus edge effects, extent of presence of
hexagonal and square patches with which multiplicity, and extent of presence of loose packing objects (‘rattlers’).
Our β-dependent numbers include carapace thickness, skin thickness, and efficiency of replacing the optimum with a
single hexagonal or square patch. Some of our quantities are combinatorial – disc counts, property counts – whereas
others encode metric-level structure. A few relations and inequalities between our numbers are provided. These
numbers suffice to characterize both squares and long-and-thin rectangles, in each case for small N > 20. All in
all, the current article gives ample evidence that careful consideration of Packing Theory permits various 5 to 20%
improvements in effective use of public spaces and public transport for a civilization observing social distancing.
Keeping track of contact number C and local contact number LC may be useful in modelling keeping family or
friendship groups together in a social-distancing environment (Problem 3). That such need not moreover internally
social-distance, moreover, gives one motivation to generalize our packing treatment of social distancing to multiple
sizes of disc (Problem 4). Both multiple disc sizes and keeping track of rattlers and their metric properties the
rattling freedom α and maximal enlargement  (Sec 4) may be useful in accommodating such as small-but-active
accompanied children, people with prams, and people using mobility devices (Problem 5).
On the short term, floor-taping such as platforms or plazas into hexagonal cells may help implement social distancing.
With optima in such as small square lifts being partly counter-intuitive and also dependent on person number (and
the previous paragraph’s further features) it may make mid-term sense to have screen floors programmed to change
social distancing layout to match person numbers present. If social distancing stays with us on the long term,
moreover, it would eventually make sense to redesign public spaces, work places, public transport... to have floors
that are pieces of the hexagonal optimum. How we build civilization would change to fit the hexagonal-close-packed
lattice for static situations and the square lattice for dynamic situations.
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